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Excerpt from Address of the Atlanta
Register to the People of the Confederate
States: One Dollar Per CopyA great
principle is not an invention, not a
discovery, not a creation. It is a revelation the thought of God communicated to man;
and as He pleases, at different intervals,
page after page, chapter after chapter, are
added to those Providential Scriptures,
which, like the Bible to the Christian, form
the text-book for earthly faith and practice.
The nature of such a principle renders it
supreme. Invested with supremacy, it
subordinates all other principles to itself,
infuses into them its vitality, and reigns as
sovereign in the world of thought Rule it
will, rule it must, because Almighty God is
in it.Such a principle is the sovereignty of
the people. But, while we are Republicans,
hereditary, organic Republicans, let your
enemies understand, my countrymen, that
you are towards them and their barbarian
Democracy, an aristocracy in arms. The
true cavalier blood flows in your veins, the
true cavalier spirit throbs in your arteries,
and as long as veins and arteries
reciprocate each others office, so long will
you show the majestic bearing that now
confronts your adversaries. This blood, this
spirit, makes you an unit. Nor can you be
otherwise than you are. Brutes lose their
instincts; men, never. It is this instinct that
your savage enemies are fighting. They
know its power. Power, did I say! Tis not a
power, but a force. Your enemies
remember its history, its jealousy of
Federal authority, its sacramental fidelity to
conviction. Sagacious enough to foresee
how this instinct, embodying itself in the
only true conception of American Liberty,
must permeate this continent - how
propagative its intense vitality - how resist
less its subtle and electric sympathy, they
have deemed no expenditure of treasure too
costly, no volume of life too large, no
energy too titanic, no carnival of death too
horrible, if they can but crush its mighty
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strength. But in conformity with the
victorious purposes of this revolution,
Providence has long been preparing you by
a series of events stretching from the
Jamestown of 1607 to the Richmond of
1864, for that unity of sentiment, will and
prowess, which you now display. Such a
sublime spectacle the world never beheld.
Eight millions of people stand ready to be
eight millions of martyrs. France in the
days of the great Revolution had her La
Vendee. The dynasty of Cromwell had
Charles the Second in waiting for the hour
of reaction; while in the Revolution of
1688, such was the division of opinion and
feeling in England, and so eagerly was it
fostered by France, that William could not
rely upon his own subjects to furnish
means for supporting his Government. Not
so with us. The unity evinced in this
Revolution is more remarkable than the
Revolution itself; nor should we regard it
as a mere feature, but as an internal
principle of life, which, called long since
into being and constantly nourished by the
resources of accumulating energy, has
entered finally on its magnificent work.Do
not overlook this cardinal fact. Do not
misapprehend its nature and bearings. It is
not a fortunate accident, nor a lucky
circumstance, but a genuine historical
result. To comprehend the import of this
unity, you must not simply study the
political and social events, which, during
two centuries, have transpired on this
hemisphere. These events themselves were
historic results, links in that chain of unity
which now binds you so firmly together.
The original charters under which the
American colonies were settled the
physical geography of our section of the
continent; the peculiarities of blood,
temperament and habits; these are the
sources to which this unity must be traced.
Nor must you fail to notice that Southern
unity has been a fundamental fact in the
entire career of American civilization. But
for its energetic activity, the incipient
policy of the thirteen colonies would never
have sh
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